AmSty Appearing on Season 2 of Emmy-Nominated Tomorrow’s World Today

AmSty set to appear on Season 2 of Emmy-Nominated Tomorrow’s World Today.

PITTSBURGH (PRWEB) April 29, 2019 -- We all have that container of random leftovers sitting in the back of our fridge. Not totally sure how old it is, or even what’s inside, most of us just see it, sigh heavily, and throw the container away...good food wasted. It’s second-nature to do that because most of us think even the container can’t be saved because it’s made of Polystyrene which, to many, falls into the “can’t be recycled” category.

Until now. And bonus: there are robots involved. This season, field reporter Jackie Long will visit AmSty in California to learn that it is, in fact, possible to recycle Polystyrene. During her field work, she learns that Amsty uses robots and AI to sort through trash and create what they refer to as PolyUsable products.

“We are very excited to tell the story of PolyUsable chemical recycling on TWT. The existing recycling system needs a complete overhaul, and we’re excited to share what AmSty and Agilyx are doing to change that,” said Jon Timbers, Director of Innovation and Sustainability for AmSty. “The plastics recycling program we are using today could change the way everyone recycles tomorrow.”

Tomorrow’s World Today, which was nominated for a 2019 Daytime Emmy, returns to Science Channel for season two beginning Saturday, May 4. Viewers can tune in on Saturday and Sunday mornings for five weeks to watch back-to-back new episodes.

About Tomorrow’s World Today
www.tomorrowsworldtoday.com
This cutting-edge television show travels the world in search of innovative pioneers who are creating new ways to utilize our natural and technological resources for a more sustainable lifestyle. Tomorrow’s World Today has a home base in Pittsburgh, PA, one of the nation’s most progressive tech landscapes, home to Duolingo, the most downloaded educational app in the world and UBERS’s flagship location for autonomous transportation.

About AmSty
www.amsty.com
AmSty is a leading integrated producer of polystyrene and styrene monomer, offering solutions and services to customers in a variety of markets throughout the Americas. AmSty is a member of the American Chemistry Council and its Responsible Care initiative, and is headquartered in The Woodlands, Texas. The company also is a joint venture, equally owned by Chevron Phillips Chemical Company LP and Trineseo LLC.
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